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Abstract

In this paper, we present the development of a Bilingual Sentiment Analysis Lexicon (BiSAL) for cyber security domain, which 
consists of a Sentiment Lexicon for ENglish (SentiLEN) and a Sentiment Lexicon for ARabic (SentiLAR) that can be used to 
develop opinion mining and sentiment analysis systems for bilingual textual data from dark web forums. For SentiLEN, a list 
of 279 sentiment bearing English words related to cyber threats, radicalism, and conflicts are identified and a unifying process is 
devised to unify their sentiment scores obtained from four different sentiment data sets. Whereas, for SentiLAR, sentiment bearing 
Arabic words are identified from a collection of 2000 message posts from Alokab Web forum, which contains radical contents. 
The SentiLAR provides a list of 1019 sentiment bearing Arabic words related to cyber threats, radicalism, and conflicts along with 
their morphological variants and sentiment polarity. For polarity determination, a semi-automated analysis process by three Arabic 
language experts is performed and their ratings are aggregated using some aggregate functions. A Web interface is developed 
to access both the lexicons (SentiLEN and SentiLAR) of BiSAL data set online, and a beta version of the same is available at 
http://www.abulaish.com/bisal.
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1. Introduction

Sentiment analysis aims to identify subjective information

components from textual data and determine their sentiment

polarity. Though a number of sentiment analysis lexicons for

English language texts for rating the polarity of sentiment bear-

ing words exist in literature, a major bottleneck is created in the

process of sentiment analysis due to the variability and com-

plexity of multilingual documents and the heterogeneous na-

ture of the existing sentiment lexicons. On the other hand, no

sentiment analysis lexicon exists for Arabic language texts due

to which sentiment analysis over Arabic language texts seems

almost an infeasible task. The primitive task in the process of

sentiment analysis involves determining the polarity of opin-

ion bearing words in text documents. A bottleneck is created

in this process due to the presence of multiple heterogeneous

classifiers that produce a varying output using different polar-

ity scales, creating issues while developing an opinion mining

and sentiment analysis system [3]. For example, AFINN [13]

uses polarity scale ranging from -5 to +5, General Inquirer
[15] uses a polarity vector, and SentiWordNet [10] uses -1 to

+1 as a polarity scale. In lexical-based sentiment analysis ap-

proach, a collection of related words with known sentiment

scores and polarities are used for sentiment polarity determi-

nation. However, domain-specific sentiment data sets are more
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effective than general-purpose sentiment data set for analyzing

sentiment of a sentiment-bearing document [14]. For example,

the word shooting has negative sentiment intensity in crime do-

main, whereas it bears neutral or positive sentiment in movie

and sports domains. Similarly, some non-sentiment terms like

bluetooth make positive sense for mobile communication do-

main.

Though, a general-purpose lexicon can be built semi-

automatically from general-purpose corpus using heuristics

with a set of known polarity sentiment words, there exists some

limitations with general lexical methods that they can assign in-

correct sentiments on the basis of sentiment terms only [16].

For example, the term border may have neutral association

in normal usage, but it carries negative sentiment in terms of

homeland security. BiSAL (Bilingual Sentiment Analysis Lex-

icon), which consists of SentiLEN (Sentiment Lexicon for En-

glish) and SentiLAR (Sentiment Lexicon for Arabic), is devel-

oped as a bilingual sentiment analysis lexicon through a semi-

automatic process wherein each sentiment bearing word is as-

signed a unified sentiment score in the range of [-1, +1]. A

positive score assigned to a word determines that the words

subjectivity is positive, whereas a negative-scored word con-

firms that the word is associated with some sort of negative

sentiment. The numeric value assigned to a word determines

its sentiment strength. For Arabic language having no senti-

ment analysis lexicon, we have analyzed a corpus of message

posts extracted from a dark web form, where users use cyber



threats, radicalism, and conflicts bearing words to share their

views and experiences [18]. A list of 1019 sentiment bearing

Arabic seed words along with their morphological variants and

polarity scores is compiled. Whereas, for English language, we

have identified a list of 279 cyber crime, border security, and

terrorism related words from the department of homeland secu-

rity website [2] and Ansar1 forum [11], and considered existing

sentiment analysis lexicons to determine their polarity scores.

We have also proposed a sentiment unifying process to unify

sentiment polarity scores from four different sentiment lexical

data sets. Besides sentiment analysis over Dark Web forum

data, the proposed sentiment lexicons can be used to identify

and cluster cyber threats, radicalism, and conflicts related dig-

ital forensic traces embedded within textual data, as attempted

in [4, 6, 7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the procedural details of the proposed sentiment lex-

icon development process. Section 3 presents the experimen-

tal results for both SentiLEN and SentiLAR data sets. Finally,

section 4 concludes the paper and provides future directions of

work.

2. Proposed Method

In this section, we present the procedural details of the de-

velopment of sentiment lexicons, including the process of seed

words identification and sentiment scores determination.

2.1. Seed Words Identification
The words used in BiSAL are collected from two sources

- topic-wise word list provided by the Department of Home-

land Security (DHS) and a Dark Web portal. The word list

provided by the DHS contains the words that are frequently as-

sociated with homeland security, terrorism, cyber security, etc.

Dark Web portal is a large collection of Dark Web forums that

are used to encourage violence activities and distribute dispute-

related information related to cyber threats, radicalism, and

conflicts in grouped manner. Dark Web portal contains 29 ji-

hadist forums [9], among which 17 and 7 forums are in Arabic

and English language, respectively, and rest of the forums are

in French, German, and Russian languages [8].

A set of frequently used 370 words found in Ansar1 forum

is publicly available in [11], out of which 73 are Arabic words

and remaining 297 are English words. These words represent

some degree of violence with multiple occurrence in different

message posts. After grouping the words based on their com-

mon stems, a total number of 208 unique English seed words

are identified from Ansar1 data set. The difference in number

of unique seeds (208) and number of English words (297) is due

to grouping of words having common seeds. For example, kill,
killing, and kills that are available in Ansar1 data set have the

common seed kill. Moreover, there are three words in Ansar1

data set which are abbreviations like CIA, IED, etc. and do not

carry proper meaning. Hence, a total number of 205 seed words

are finally chosen from Ansar1 data set for SentiLEN. Table 1

presents a partial list of English words and their frequency from

Ansar1 data set.

Table 1: A partial list of English words representing cyber crimes and their

frequency from Ansar1 data set

Words Frequency

Weapons 918

Terrorists 738

Violence 1089

Brothers 1692

Militants 1680

Suicide 1148

Bomb 1317

Killing 1589

Fighting 1785

Death 1214

Injured 1008

In addition, other English words are collected from the topic-

wise word list provided by the Department of Homeland Se-

curity (DHS). This list is used by NOC (National Operations

Center) for the purpose of media monitoring. In this list,

the words are divided into various categories depending on

topic characterization. Since the goal behind the development

of BiSAL is to provide a seed set of sentiment bearing Ara-

bic and English words for cyber security domain, only six

DHS topics related to security or violence (i.e., domestic se-

curity, HAZMAT and nuclear, terrorism, infrastructure study,

south west border violence, and cyber security) are consid-

ered, whereas other three topics related to “health+H1N1”,

“weather/disaster/emergency”, and “DHS & other agencies”

are discarded. Category-wise details along with exemplar

words are provided in Table 2. From first six categories, a list

of 265 words is generated, which is reduced to 110 on the ba-

sis of the common stems. After filtering the stems not directly

related to violence or conflict, finally 99 stems from this list are

considered for SentiLEN. It may be noted that while analyz-

ing the terms for their violence or conflict related sentiments,

the n-grams (n >1) are decomposed into 1-grams. Thus, 205

words are taken from Ansar1 forum and 99 words are taken

from DHS. However, on analysis we found that there are 25

common stems in both of the lists, which resulted in total 279

words for SentiLEN. A summary of the relevant English words

extraction process discussed above is given in Table 3.

For SentiLAR, 2000 message posts of Alokab forum, which

is one of the Arabic forums available as a part of dark web por-

tal [1] are processed using Natural Language Processing (NLP)

techniques and top-ranked words are considered as the seed

words. A partial list of Arabic seed words along with their fre-

quency count is given in Table 4.

2.2. Morphological Variants Identification

An important task related to the generation of BiSAL is to

compile the morphological variants of both English and Arabic

seed words, which could be useful for the bilingual text process-

ing systems in pattern matching or query expansion. Morphol-

ogy is the study of internal structure of words [5]. The smallest

part of a word, which has grammatical function or independent

meaning, is termed as morpheme. For example, attacks, at-
tacked, attackers, and attacking can be studied in terms of mor-

phemes like attack followed by “s”, “ed”, “ers”, and “ing”,
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Table 2: Sample DHS categories and exemplar words related to cyber crimes

Category No. of words Exemplar words

Domestic security 53 assassination, attack, drill, exercise, recovery, shooting, evacuation, deaths, explosion, gangs, security, threat, bomb

HAZMAT and nuclear 34 hazmat, nuclear, toxic, plume, radiation, radioactive, chemical, biological, epidemic, hazardous, incident, infection

Terrorism 55 terrorism, terror, attack, target, jihad, extremism, radicals, plot, nationalist, fundamentalism

Infrastructure study 35 collapse, subway, power

South west border violence 63 violence, gang, drug, border, gunfight, trafficking, kidnap, bust

Cyber security 25 botnet, virus, trojan, hacker, worm, scammer

Total 265

Table 3: Statistics of English words used in SentiLEN

Data

source

Total no.

of words

No. of

English

words

No. of stems

generated from

Eng. words

No. of

stems used

in SentiLEN

No./Name

of stems not used

in SentiLEN

No./Name of common

stems across

both data sources

Total no. of

stems used

in SentiLEN

Ansar1 370 297 208 205

3

(CIA, Hamas,

IED)

25 (attack, body, bomb,

death, extreme, illegal,

improve, incident, jihad,

kidnap, militia, nation,

nuclear, plot, police,

power, radical, response,

shoot, swat, target,

terror, threat, violent,

weapon)

(205+99-25)

= 279Department of

Homeland

Security (DHS)

265 265 110 99

11

(gas, hamas,

leak, mitigate,

pirate, recruit,

airport, cancel,

delay, cartel,

decapitate)

Table 4: A partial list of cyber crime related Arabic seed words and their fre-

quency count identified from the message posts of Alokab forum

Words Frequency 
 1113 بقوة

 171 والتطرف
 435 الوحشي
 445 إرھابیة
 208 وعذاب
 445 الحقد

 376 الفاحش
 264 الفاجر

 423 اغتصاب
 172 اإلجرامیة

respectively. These parts cannot be further divided into any

other meaningful units. Here, the morpheme attack is called

free morpheme as it can stand alone as a word, whereas other

morphemes are called bound morpheme as they can only occur

in combination as parts of a word and consequently they must

be attached as parts of a word.

In addition to free or bound categories of morphemes, they

can also be classified as inflectional or derivational morphemes.

Derivational morphology involves prefixing as well as suffixing

to transform a new but morphologically related word, which

is often a different class. For example, the suffix “ation”
converts the verb normalize into a new noun form normaliza-
tion, whereas the suffix “ize” converts the noun crystal into

crystalize which denotes its verb form. Similarly, subgroup,

inactivate, deactivate are the examples of some other cate-

gory of derivational morphological variants that are generated

through prefixing the root words. Some derivational prefixes

like “non”, “un” converts a word into negation like nonsci-

entific, unable, etc. It should be noted that all prefixes used

in English are derivational prefixes, whereas suffixes can be

derivational as well as inflectional.

Table 5: A sample list of root words and their morphological variants

Root word Morphological variants Affix

Act

Acts -s

Action -ion

Actions -ions

Acting -ing

Bomb

Bombs -s

Bombers -ers

Bombing -ing

Bombings -ings

Terror

Terrorism -ism

Terrorist -ist

Terrorists -ists

Rich Enrich en-

On the other hand, inflectional morphology generally distin-

guishes a change in the root form of a word, keeping its syntac-

tic class unchanged. Rather, it indicates grammatical properties

in terms of comparison degree, tense, and quantities. For exam-

ple, the root verb prove has inflectional variations like proves,

proved, proving, and proven that also belong to verb category.

A sample list of morphological variants identified while pro-

cessing BiSAL is shown in Table 5. For morphological vari-

ants of English words, various databases are searched and all

relevant morphemes for each word are compiled and stored in

SentiLEN, whereas the morphological variants of Arabic words

are identified by three different Arabic language experts inde-

pendently and stored in SentiLAR.

2.3. Sentiment Polarity Determination
In this section, we present the proposed technique to de-

termine the polarity of sentiment bearing words identified for

BiSAL. For English words, we have used four publicly avail-

able sentiment corpora AFFIN [13], SentiWordNet [10], Gen-

eral Inquirer [15], and SentiStrength [17] that assign polarity

score to sentiment bearing words in different range. Since there
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is no such sentiment corpus for Arabic words, we have applied

semi-automated analysis by Arabic language experts to assign

polarity scores in a pure scientific manner. Further details about

polarity determination for English and Arabic words are pro-

vided in the following sub-sub-sections

2.3.1. Sentiment Polarity Determination of English Words
As discussed earlier, SentiLEN (Sentiment Lexicon for En-

glish) consists of a list of 279 unique words related to the vari-

ous categories of cyber crime. For polarity determination, these

words are searched in four different sentiment lexicons - AF-

FIN [13], SentiWordNet [10], General Inquirer [15], and Sen-

tiStrength [17], and their scores are unified using an aggregate

function. AFFIN data set [13] consists of total 2477 words and

each word is assigned a polarity score between -5 to +5 based

on its sentiment intensity. In case a word has no match in AF-

FIN data set, polarity score is assigned as 0.

Second sentiment data set used in our experiment is the Sen-

tiWordNet [10], which is a lexical resource for sentiment anal-

ysis based on WordNet [12]. It assigns each synset of WordNet

with three sentiment scores positive, negative, and objective.

Each word is assigned a numeric number between 0 and 1 with

its polarity (positive or negative). Like AFFIN, English words

are searched in SentiWordNet dataset and the corresponding

polarity score is assigned to them when there is a hit, otherwise

0 is considered as the polarity score. On analysis, we found

that some words have multiple meanings based on the context

and each corresponding meaning has different sentiment scores.

In such cases, the words describing conflict activities are gath-

ered together and their average sentiment score is assigned to

the word. The web interface of SentiWordNet [10] is used to

compare multiple meanings (if exist) of a particular word.

Third sentiment data set used in our experiment is General

Inquirer [15], which does not have any numeric score for En-

glish words. However, based on the words’ sentiment intensity,

General Inquirer data set categorizes them as positive, negative,

strong, hostile, etc. It is observed that no word is annotated as

positive if it is hostile in nature, whereas a hostile word is noted

as bearing maximum negative sentiment. If a word has a match

in General Inquirer data set, its respective annotations are dis-

cretized in the range of [-4, +2] using the rules given in Table

6. A word that does not satisfy any combination listed in Table

6 is assigned polarity score as 0. Like SentiWordNet, a word in

General Inquirer data set may appear in multiple forms having

different meanings. In this case, only those word-forms hav-

ing some crime or conflict sense are considered. For example,

the word shoot has three different entries in General Inquirer

data set, out of which two entries are related to violence and

terror and the third one doesn’t have any violence sense as it

is used as shoot up, which means “to grow or rise rapidly”.

Moreover, a particular word may have various meanings and

all meanings have some violence sense. In this case, the maxi-

mum numeric score calculated using Table 6 is considered. For

example, the word arm is available in General Inquirer data set

which has three different forms (arm#1, arm#2, and arm#3).

The first form (arm#1) is basically used to describe body part

which has no sense related to terror or violence. However, the

Table 6: Discretization of General Inquirer sentiment annotations

General Inquirer annotation
Score

Positive Negative Strong Hostile

- Yes Yes Yes -4

- - Yes Yes -4

- - - Yes -3

- Yes - Yes -3

- Yes Yes - -2

- Yes - - -1

Yes - - - +1

Yes - Yes - +2

Table 7: Exemplar SentiLEN words and their polarity scores from different

sentiment data sets

Word
AFFIN Score

[-4,+2]

SentiWordNet Score

[-0.88, +0.63]

GI Score

[-4,+2]

SentiStrength Score

[-4,+3]

Attack -1 -0.25 -4 -3

Harm -2 -0.42 -4 -3

Bomb -1 -0.19 -4 -2

Secret 0 +0.13 -1 -1

other two forms (arm#2 and arm#3) refer some violence sense,

but the latter one (arm#3) describes the violence intensity more

than arm#2. Therefore, the score of arm#3, which is defined as

negative, strong, and hostile is considered as the final score for

arm.

Fourth sentiment data set used in our experiment is Sen-

tiStrength [17] in which words are available in stemmed forms

with their sentiment scores in the range of [-5, +5]. Therefore,

before searching a word in this data set, the word is stemmed

using Porter stemmer. In case of a hit, the word is assigned a

sentiment score in the range of [-5, +5], whereas 0 is assigned

in case of a miss.

In this way, each word of SentiLEN is assigned four indepen-

dent polarity scores based on their match in the sentiment rep-

resenting data sets mentioned above. Table 7 shows the polarity

scores of some exemplar words. After searching the sentiment

data sets for all 279 words of SentiLEN, it is found that the

scores obtained from AFFIN, SentiWordNet, General Inquirer,

and SentiStrength data sets lie in the range of [-4, +2], [-0.875,

+0.625], [-4, +2], and [-4, +3], respectively.

Therefore, the next task is to map the four different scores of

each word to a unified scale and normalize them in the range

[-1, +1]. To this end, min-max normalization, given in equa-

tion 1, is applied to map each score in the range of [-1, +1].

In Equation 1, Pn(wi, d j) represents the new polarity value of

word wi in data set d j, Po(wi, d j) represents the original polar-

ity value of wi in d j, min(d j) and max(d j) are the lowest and

highest scores of a word in data set d j, respectively. After nor-

malization, the mean score of each word wi, δ(wi), is calculated

using equation 2, where m is the number of data sets. The nor-

malized and mean scores of the exemplar words of Table 7 are

shown in Table 8.

Pn(wi, d j) =
P0(wi, d j) − min(d j)

max(d j) − min(d j)
× (newMax − newMin)

+newMean
(1)
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Table 8: Normalized and mean scores of the exemplar words of Table 7

Word(wi)

AFFIN(d1) S entiWordNet(d2) GeneralInquirer(d3) S entiS trength(d4)
δ(wi)P0(wi, d1) Pn(wi, d1) P0(wi, d2) Pn(wi, d2) P0(wi, d3) Pn(wi, d3) P0(wi, d4) Pn(wi, d4)

[-4,+2] [-1,+1] [-0.88,+0.63] [-1,+1] [-4,+2] [-1,+1] [-4,+3] [-1,+1] [-1,+1]

Attack -1 0 -0.25 -0.17 -4 -1.0 -3 -0.71 -0.47

Harm -2 -0.33 -0.42 -0.39 -4 -1.0 -3 -0.71 -0.61

Bomb -1 0 -0.19 -0.08 -4 -1.0 -2 -0.43 -0.38

Secret 0 +0.33 +0.13 +0.33 -1 0 -1 -0.14 +0.13

Table 9: Final sentiment scores of the exemplar words considered in Tables 7

and Table 8
Word(wi) Pn(wi, d1) Pn(wi, d2) Pn(wi, d3) Pn(wi, d4) δ(wi) Δ(wi) ρ(wi) η(wi)

Attack 0 -0.17 -1.0 -0.71 -0.47 -1 -1.47 -0.90

Harm -0.33 -0.39 -1.0 -0.71 -0.61 -1 -1.61 -0.98

Bomb 0 -0.08 -1.0 -0.43 -0.38 -1 -1.38 -0.85

Secret +0.33 +0.33 0 -0.14 +0.13 -0.33 -0.20 -0.17

δ(wi) =

m∑

j=1

Pn(wi, d j)

m
(2)

Δ(wi) =
p − n
p + n

(3)

ρ(wi) = δ(wi) + Δ(wi) (4)

η(wi) =
ρ(wi) − min[ρ(w)]

max[ρ(w)] − min[ρ(w)]
× (newMax − newMin)

+newMean
(5)

In order to take into consideration the majority voting for de-

termining the positive or negative sentiment of a word wi, an

additive factor Δ(wi) is introduced and defined using Equation

3, where p and n represent the number of positive and negative

scores of the word wi, respectively. The additive factor Δ(wi)

is added to the mean score δ(wi) to get an intermediate polarity

score ρ(wi), which is finally normalized using min-max normal-

ization (Equation 5) to get the final polarity score η(wi) of the

word wi. Table 9 shows the final sentiment scores of the exem-

plar words considered in Tables 7 and 8.

2.3.2. Sentiment Polarity Determination of Arabic Words
As stated earlier, unlike English language, there is no ex-

isting sentiment lexicon for Arabic language. Therefore, we

have adopted a semi-automated analysis to create Arabic sen-

timent lexicon based on three domain experts’ views taken in-

dependently. To start with, a collection of 2000 message posts

from Alokab dark web forum [1] is processed using various

NLP techniques. To facilitate domain experts for annotation, a

GUI-based annotation application is developed in Java to parse

documents and count the frequency of each word, which is not

a member of the stop-words list identified for Arabic language.

A total number of 7061 distinct words are compiled from the

2000 message posts. The GUI presents the words in decreasing

order of their frequency count and provides a list of all matching

sentences while clicking on a word. This facilitates the experts

Figure 1: A snapshot of the GUI of the annotation application showing exem-

plar words extracted from the message posts of Alokab forum

to know the context of a word in which it is used by the users

of Alokab forum. Figure 1 presents a list of exemplar Arabic

words extracted from the message posts, and Figure 2 shows the

list of sentences from the message posts retrieved in response

of clicking the first word in Figure 1.

The annotation application was given to three Arabic lan-

guage experts to annotate them as positive, negative, strong,

and/or hostile. Scores in the range of [0, 1] for positivity and

negativity are assigned to each word by the experts. In case a

word is always used as positive its positive polarity is consid-

ered as 1 and the negative polarity as 0. Similarly, if a word

is always used in negative sense its negative polarity is set to

1 and positive polarity as 0. For other words that are used in

both positive as well as negative sense, positive and negative

polarity scores are assigned in the range of 0 and 1 in such a

way that their sum is 1. Depending on the degree of positivity

of a word, it is also marked as strong, and similarly depend-

ing on the degree of negativity of a word it is marked as strong
and/or hostile. A sample list of Arabic words and their polarity

scores assigned by three different domain experts is shown in

Tables 10, 11, and 12. Those words having total score as 0 by

every expert are filter out from the list considering them as non-

sentiment bearing words. As a result, a total number of 1019

words are retained as sentiment representing words.

For experts scores aggregation, average of individual polarity

categories is calculated, as shown in Table 13. For a given word

wi the larger of the average positive score and average negative

score is considered as initial polarity score δ(wi) and the corre-
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Figure 2: A list of sentences extracted from the message posts of Alokab forum

containing the first word of Figure 1

Table 10: Polarity scores assigned to Arabic words by Expert-1

Word Positive Negative Strong Hostile 
 0 0 0.1 0.9 بقوة

 0 0 0.0 0.0 راشدة
 0 1 1.0 0.0 وإنقاذ

 1 0 1.0 0.0 والتطرف
 0 0 0.0 0.0 استطاعت

 0 0 0.0 0.0 ابعد
 0 1 1.0 0.0 الظَّالِمُونَ 
 0 1 1.0 0.0 للظالمین
 1 0 1.0 0.0 وحشیة
 0 0 0.0 0.0 متفقون

Table 11: Polarity scores assigned to Arabic words by Expert-2

Word Positive Negative Strong Hostile 
 0 0 0.0 0.0 بقوة

 0 0 0.1 0.9 راشدة
 0 0 0.1 0.9 وإنقاذ

 1 1 1.0 0.0 والتطرف
 0 0 0.5 0.5 استطاعت

 0 0 0.0 0.0 ابعد
الِمُونَ   1 1 1.0 0.0 الظَّ
 1 1 0.9 0.1 للظالمین
 1 1 1.0 0.0 وضیق
 0 0 0.1 0.9 متفقون

Table 12: Polarity scores assigned to Arabic words by Expert-3

Word Positive Negative Strong Hostile 
 0 0 0.0 0.0 بقوة

 0 1 0.0 1.0 راشدة
 0 0 0.0 0.0 وإنقاذ

 1 0 1.0 0.0 والتطرف
 0 0 0.0 0.0 استطاعت

 0 0 0.6 0.4 ابعد
الِمُونَ   1 0 1.0 0.0 الظَّ
نللظالمی  0.0 1.0 0 1 
 0 0 0.0 0.0 وضیق
 0 0 0.0 0.0 متفقون

Table 13: Average polarity scores of all three domain experts

Word Positive Negative Strong Hostile 
 0 0 0.03 0.30 بقوة

 0 1 0.03 0.63 راشدة
 0 1 0.37 0.30 وإنقاذ

 1 1 1.00 0.00 والتطرف
 0 0 0.16 0.16 استطاعت

 0 0 0.20 0.13 ابعد
الِمُونَ   1 1 1.00 0.00 الظَّ
 1 1 0.96 0.03 للظالمین
 1 1 0.66 0.00 وضیق
 0 0 0.30 0.30 متفقون

sponding polarity (positive or negative) is treated as the words

polarity. A word is considered as positive if its positive score is

higher than the negative score and that a word is considered as

negative if its negative score is higher than the positive score,

otherwise the word is treated as neutral (polarity score 0). If to-

tal hostile score for a word by all three experts is greater than or

equal to 1, the word is treated as hostile and the hostile score is

assigned as 1. Similar approach is applied to determine whether

a word is strong or not. Like English words, for each word wi

an additive factor Δ(wi) is calculated and added to the initial

polarity score δ(wi) of the word wi to obtain the next level po-

larity score ρ(wi). Finally, the ρ(wi) values are normalized in

the range of [-1, +1] using min-max normalization defined in

Equation 5 to obtain the final sentiment score η(wi) of the word

wi. Table 14 presents the final sentiment scores of some exem-

plar Arabic words.

3. Results

In this section, we present the result obtained through the

Bilingual Sentiment Analysis Lexicon (BiSAL) development

Table 14: Sentiment scores of some Arabic sentiment-bearing words

Word (wi) Avg. Score 
(+ve) 

Avg. Score (-
ve) 

δ(wi) Δ(wi) ρ(wi) η(wi) 

 0.65+ 1.30+ 1+ 0.30+ 0.03 0.30 بقوة
 0.82+ 1.63+ 1+ 0.63+ 0.03 0.63 راشدة
 0.18- 0.37- 0 0.37- 0.37 0.30 وإنقاذ

 1.00- 2.00- 1- 1.00- 1.00 0.00 والتطرف
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process discussed in the previous sections. A partial list con-

taining 20 entries from SentiLEN (Sentiment Lexicon for En-

glish) data set is given in Table 15. However, the complete

SentiLEN data set including all 279 root words, their morpho-

logical variants, and sentiment scores can be downloaded using

the URL: http://www.abulaish.com/SentiLEN.pdf.

Similarly, a partial list containing 20 entries from SentiLAR

(Sentiment Lexicon for Arabic) data set is given in Table 16.

However, the complete SentiLAR data set including all 1019

root words, their morphological variants, and sentiment scores

can be downloaded using the URL: http://www.abulaish.

com/SentiLAR.pdf. A Web interface is developed to access

both the lexicons (SentiLEN and SentiLAR) of BiSAL data set

online using a graphical interface, and a beta version of the

same is available at http://knp.com.sa/swap/.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a bilingual lexical resource

(BiSAL) for sentiment analysis over English and Arabic texts

related to cyber threats, radicalism and conflicts. The BiSAL

consists of two separate lexical resources, namely SentiLEN

and SentiLAR. SentiLEN contains a list of 279 sentiment rep-

resenting English words related to cyber threats, radicalism, and

conflicts, along with their morphological variants and sentiment

polarity, which is a unification of polarities from four different

existing lexical resources. On the other hand, SentiLAR con-

tains a list of 1019 sentiment representing Arabic words along

with their morphological variants and sentiment polarity. Ap-

plying the process adopted for the development of SentiLAR to

identify additional English words from a corpus of English texts

from dark web forum is one of our future works to enhance the

SentiLEN data set.
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Table 15: A partial list containing 20 entries from SentiLEN data set

Words Morphological variations Sentiment polarity

ambush ambush, ambushed, ambushes, ambushing, ambuscade -0.86

arm arm, armed, arms, arming -0.54

assassin assassination, assassinate, assassinating, assassinated, assassin, assassinator, assassinators -0.95

assault assault, assaulting, assaulted, assaulter, assaultive, assaulters -0.84

attack attack, attacked, attacking, attacks, attacker, attackers -0.90

belief belief, beliefs, believe, believer, believing, believed, believes, believable, believingly, believing +0.68

blast blast, blasts, blasting, blaster, blasted -0.61

blow blow, blows, blew, blown, blower, blowing, blowy -0.75

blood blood, bloody, blooded, blooding, bloods +0.08

body body, bodies, bodily, bodied, bodying +0.08

bomb bomb, bombs, bombing, bombings, bomber, bombers, bombed -0.85

burn burn, burning, burns, burned, burner, burnable -0.69

business business, businesses, businessman +0.73

bust bust, busts, buster, busty, busting, busted -0.53

camp camp, camps, camper, camping, campy, camply, camped -0.52

capture capture, captured, captures, capturing, capturer, capturers -0.35

casualty casualty, casualties -0.85

change change, changes, changing, changed +0.68

checkpoint checkpoint, checkpoints +0.08

chief chief, chiefs +0.73

support support, supports, supporter, supporters, supporting, supported, supportive +0.95

Table 16: A partial list containing 20 entries from SentiLAR data set

Words Morphological variants Sentiment 
polarity 

االتفاقیة تتفق ,متفقة ,متفق ,اتفق ,یتفق ,اتفق اتفق  +0.67 
االحترام, محترمة, یحترم, محترم,احترامي احترام  +0.65 
اإلحیاء, احیاء, تحیي, محییة, محیي, احیي, یحیي احیى  +0.67 
سیؤدي, مؤدى, تؤدي, مؤدیة, مؤد, أد, سیؤدي ادى  +0.67 

الستغالل, استغالل, تستغل, مستغلة, مستغل, استغل, یستغل استغل  +0.67 
مستقل, استقالل, تستقل, مستقلة, مستقل, استقل, یستقل استقت  -0.08 
مستمر, استمرار, تستمر, مستمرة, مستمر, استمر, یستمر استمر  -0.08 

االستیطاني, استیطان, تستوطن, مستوطنة, مستوطن, استوطن, یستوطن استوطن  +0.67 
, أألم, اللؤم, لؤمان, مالمان, لؤماء, لوما, یلؤم, مالمة, المة, بالم,الم , تلؤم, الما, الئم االئم

بألمھما, المألم, مآلم, استألم, اآلما  
-0.83 

 0.67+ اإلستراتیجیة اإلستراتیجیة
تأمیالَ , أمالَ , یأملھ, آملھ, أملتھ, آمال, اآلمال األمل  +0.67 

دى, یصدد, یصدي, صدي, الصد التصدیة , تصده, صدیداَ , یتصدد, صداه, تصدیت, نیصدو, الصّ
 صددك

-0.67 

جبان, جبن, أجبنھ, أجبن, الجبینان, الجبناء الجبین  -0.67 
, أجرمت, المجرمین, جارم, اجترمھ, مجرم, جریم, جروم, أجرام, جراماَ , جرمھ, جریمة الجرم

اجرم, جرماَ , یجرمنك, جارم  
-1.00 

ملة, جماالت, أجملت, االَ جم, المجمل, جمال, جمیل, أجمل الجمال إجمال, أجملت, جُ  +0.83 
حیم الرحمة , رحمن, الرحم, األرحام, الرحمن, رحمتنا, رحمت, رحماَ , رحمة, المرحمة, الرّ

 رحیما
+0.67 

یسطو, یسطوان, سطواَ , سطاَ , السطوات, سطوة السطوة  -0.67 
شریرین, شرارأ, الشرار, أشراء, أشر, شرارة, شراَ , شرور, یشر, الشر الشریر  -1.00 
 0.67+ الصراط الصراط
 0.67+ الغالیة الغالیة
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